Abstract -A procedure of space proton-induced Soft Error Rate calculation based on heavy ion testing data is proposed. The approach relies on Geant4-assisted Monte Carlo simulation of the secondary particle LET spectra produced by proton interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
igh susceptibility of the integrated circuits (IC) to the proton-induced soft errors remains an actual problem of the device reliability. It is well-known that high energy space protons do not produce single event upsets in the IC via direct ionization because of low Linear Energy Transfer (LET). However, the proton-induced upsets can occur due to the ionization by the secondary products of proton-induced nuclear interactions. The dominant abundance of energetic protons in space, especially in South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) region, makes them the main contributor to soft error rate (SER) [1] .
The situation with the proton-induced upsets gets worse in the modern commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) devices. Along with the critical charge reduction in these devices, the presence of the high-Z materials in the back-end-of-line (BEOL) increases the IC sensitivity. The LETs of the secondary particles from the 500 MeV proton-W collisions may reach 34 MeVcm 2 /mg [2] . The particles with such high LET values can produce not only the single-bit but also the multiple cell upsets in the modern COTS devices [3] . The processes of nuclear interactions are very complicated and generally required Monte Carlo [4] and TCAD numerical calculation. Several Monte Carlo Geant4 based tools (MRED [5] , MUSCA SEP [6] etc.) have been developed to simulate the processes at each level of radiation response of the ICs: transport of radiation, charge deposition and collection, the transistor and circuit response. These tools contain TCAD simulators which require detailed information about internal structure of the ICs that makes it difficult to use them in practice. We have proposed here a simplified Monte Carlo approach to the proton-induced SER problem based on the data for heavy ion direct ionization. Using the Geant4 tool, we simulate the LET spectra of secondary particles in the single thin lamina IC sensitive volume followed by the calculation of SER in the same way as for heavy ions [7] . This report contains preliminary validation of this simplified approach.
II. SIMPLIFIED APPROACH
We consider here the LET spectra of the primary heavy ion (1) is calculated commonly, generating the LET spectra for ions excluding protons, e.g. in the OMERE tool [8]. The secondary particle spectrum
simulated in Geant4 using the energy spectrum of protons on a given orbit. Based on Geant4 v.10.3 library the custom simulator of proton-material interaction has been developed. The Geant4 General Particle Source (GPS) is used to model the radiation environment. The virtual target represents a multilayered planar structure. Note that in the frame of compact modeling [7] we use the concept of continuous thin lamina as a sensitive volume (SV) of the device. We simulate the ionization from the products of nuclear reactions within a single thin detector with 50 nm thickness. The width and length of the detector are chosen of order of the circuit size (1 cm). This allows us to reduce the fluence of projectile protons to 10 7 cm -2 without a using of the biasing technique [5] in contrast to traditional approach [9, 10] . For benchmarking purposes, the LET spectrum of secondary particles As can be seen in Fig. 1 the both spectra are rather close.
III. MODEL VALIDATION
The proposed approach has been validated by comparison with in-flight data that has already carried out for heavy ions [7] . The energy spectra of protons in given orbits behind the shielding were generated in the OMERE tool. The Geant4 GPS differential histogram mode was used to load the generated energy spectrum of protons into simulation environment. We assume for the sake of simplicity that the on-board SRAMs don't consist high-Z materials in the BEOL. Fig. 2 shows the simplified overlayer planar structure used in all simulation sets. We obtained the spectrum of secondary particles produced in the given proton fields. Fig. 3 shows simulated and actual heavy ions spectra in orbits of Proba-2 and SAC-C satellites. As can be seen from Fig.3 , the spectra of secondary particles have a much harsh part at high LETs than cosmic heavy ions spectra. Table I shows a comparison of in-flight and the calculated SERs for heavy ions and protons of SRAMs with the known cross-section data [1, 12] . Calculation results of on-orbit SERs for several SRAMs show a good correlation with the in-flight data.
CONCLUSION
We have been proposed a simplified procedure to protoninduced SER calculation relying upon the heavy ions crosssection data. The physical basis for this approach is that in both cases the cause of SEU is direct ionization from the primary or the secondary heavy ions. The proposed Geant4 assisted approach was validated by direct comparison with the on-board results.
